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Abstract
Twitter Compete: A Twitter Stratege Game
Yiqun Shao
Michael Wagner, Ph. D.
Social network gaming is growing ever more popular across a number of social net-
works. Facebook alone has over 250 million social game players on its network. Despite
its growth in popularity one social network, Twitter is not a major player in this arena. My
thesis project asks, and answers how can design principles used in social network games,
be combined with Twitters massive user, hashtag, searching function, to create a platform
for a text-based social network game? The methodology used to solve this problem is based
on an analysis of existing games using a value-added model as an analytical framework.
01. Introduction
Social Network Games (SNG), especially farming and virtual pet care simulators, are
a dominant source of entertainment for consumers. There are 251 million people gaming
on Facebook, up 35 million from 2011 [16]. The popularity of SNG experiences can be
attributed to several factors. People play social network games to compete with friends, as
a release from daily stress and to pass the time. The popularity of SNGs is threatening the
market of so-called casual games, due to viral marketing, accessibility, and scalability.
What distinguishes SNGs from other digital games is not their content, but that they are
played with people within ones existing networks through social network sites. Because
SNGs are embedded in social network sites, interactions between players occur both within
the games and on the social network sites. The majority of SNG players are playing with
people in their existing friendship networks, such as friends, family, and co-workers. This
distinguishes SNGs from massively multiplayer online games (MMOs) which are mostly
played with online friends outside the players offline networks [13].
The social platform SNGs are built upon influence their design choices and success.
Though SNGs have enjoyed a great success on Facebook, it is not the same case on Twitter.
Partly because Facebook has an app center, which is the primary place for Facebook users
to find great games. Every game in App Center has an app detail page with screenshots
and ratings, which helps people see what makes a game interesting before installing and
playing it [2]. Well-designed games that people enjoy will be prominently displayed.
Games that receive poor user ratings or dont meet the quality guidelines wont be listed.
1Unlike Facebook, Twitter lacks services similar to App Center. Moreover, Twitter has a
strict limitation on the use of Twitter APIs [1]. All the actions like tweeting, following,
searching have rate limitation to prevent users from getting information from Twitter too
many times in an allotted time period, this reduces downtime and error pages.
Twitter is a successful social network service. It has been used in many ways including
mining data. People have emphasized their work on digging and analyzing the data on
Twitter, and use the data to get the most commercial value of it. The Canadian Tourism
Commission (CTC) has launched interactive murals to inspire Americans to book a Cana-
dian vacation. These murals have taken over the streets of New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles - pulling content from Twitter to display real-time updates from and about Canada.
Beside this, much work has been done to track the news by analyzing Twitter. In one arti-
cle the authors examine the use of information embedded in the Twitter stream to (1) track
rapidly evolving public sentiment with respect to H1N1 or swine flu, and (2) track and
measure actual disease activity [19]. The study also shows that Twitter can be used as a
measure of public interests or concerns about health-related events. So this demonstrates
Twitter could be used to see the topic trends on the media.
Twitter does not merely serve as a barometer for societys hot topics. In spite of its asym-
metric microblogging service, it forms the basis of inter-linked personal communities [3].
A community needs to meet several standards: membership, influence, integration and ful-
fillment of needs, and shared emotional connection. And when people are using Twitter,
their actions meet these requirements. So people on Twitter form groups that different so-
cial circles connect. Twitter communities are influenced by many factors, physical distance
between Twitter users, the air travel conditions between the cities that Twitter users live in,
2the nation [21].
This game presents a game developed specifically for Twitter’s platform. It is a faction-
based war game where players issue attack and defense commands using short command
statements through tweets. , which encourages players to use strategies that result in vic-
tory. The communities in Twitter would become the foundation that the game is built on.
The game content is completely steaming on Twitter, which blend the boundaries of inside
the game and the outside of the game. The key character of the game was to define a game
with minimal rules, within the limitation from Twitter. A player could choose to simply
play the game all by himself. But to win the game, a player needs to work with other
players, to observe his adversaries, to use strategies. The playtest of the game runs for 2
weeks and have 20 people playing the game. The research shows how the unique character
of Twitter help making a SNG, and how can Twitter be improved to make it a better place
for a SNG.
32. Research Question
How can we apply the design principle of the social network game, and combine the
advantages of Twitters massive user, hashtag, searching, use Twitter as a platform to build
a text-based social network game?
2.1 Term Section
Social network: A social network game is an online video game played on a social me-
dia platform via a Web browser or mobile device and often allows multiplayer interactions
and asynchronous play (different users playing the game at different times).
MUD: A MUD, which is originally Multi-User Dungeon, with later variants Multi-
User Dimension and Multi-User Domain, is a multiplayer real-time virtual world, usually
text- based. MUDs combine elements of role-playing games, hack and slash, player versus
player, interactive fiction, and online chat.
43. Literature Review
3.1 MUD
Players can read or view descriptions of rooms, objects, other players, non-player char-
acters, and actions performed in the virtual world. Players typically interact with each other
and the world by typing commands that resemble a natural language.
The typical MUD will describe to a player the room or area he or she is standing in,
listing the objects, players and NPCs in the area, as well as all of the exits. To carry out a
task the player would enter a text command such as take apple or attack dragon. Movement
around the game environment is generally accomplished by entering the direction (or an
abbreviation of it) in which the player wishes to move, for example typing north or just n
would cause the player to exit the current area via the path to the north [9].
MUD clients often contain functions, which make certain tasks within a MUD easier to
carry out, for example command buttons that you can click in order to move in a particular
direction or to pick up an item. There are also tools available which add hotkey-activated
macros to telnet and MUD clients giving the player the ability to move around the MUD
using the arrow keys on their keyboard for example.
The fact that my project is a game on Twitter, dictated that the game would be purely
text-based. From the MUD history we could see that text games usually contain fights and
adventure. The character limit of Twitter makes it difficult to describe the environment or
the NPCs of a game, but Twitter is a good environment for communication within a loose
community.
53.2 The use of Twitter
Research on conversational tagging in Twitter has found that tagging in Twitter is
mostly about filtering and directing content so that it appears in certain streams [11]. The
most illustrative example of how tagging in Twitter differs is the phenomenon of the Twit-
ter micro-meme: emergent topics for which a tag is created, used widely for a few days,
then disappears. This shows people will play within Twitter, and use hashtag to spread the
jokes they create to a larger extent, including strangers.
This paper aims to describe various Twitter hashtag applications and seeks to deter-
mine the functional characteristics of each application [10]. Twitter hashtags can assist
in archiving Twitter content, provide different visual representation of Tweets, and permit
grouping by categories and facets. This study also seeks to examine the trends in Twit-
ter hashtag features and how these may be applied as enhancements for next-generation
library catalogues. For this purpose, Taylors value-added model is used as an analytical
framework. The morphological box developed by Zwicky is used to synthesize functional-
ities of Twitter hashtag applications.
In 2007, Chris Messina tweeted: How do you feel about using # (pound) for groups, and
within a month people were using hashtags for events, such as #sandiegofire [15]. Messina
went to the photo-sharing site Flickr and reviewed the Hot Tags feature to see what terms
people were using to tag photos of the fire, he decides that #sandiegofire would have the
best chance of being widely adopted. Since then, hashtags took on a life of their own.
Bates goes on to suggest that a tool which could help authors make better use of content
from social media could be made, allowing online services to attract users in more efficient
6ways.
Because of the large data that Twitter provide, people have done a lot of data analysis
on it. From political research to the spread of disease [4] [19] . Some people have looked
at how people are using Twitter. They find that main user intentions on Twitter are daily
chatters, conversations, sharing information/URLs, and reporting news [17]. And the daily
chatter is the largest and most common usage? of Twitter. And from another paper ana-
lyzing patterns of information cascades in six popular topic on Twitter , the entertainment
topic and sport both have high tweet ratio, times of tweet, and exposure curves. This shows
that people are willing to tweet and share this information to others.
According to Danah Boyds book It’s complicated [7] , teens would use different web-
site to distinct and isolate their different social groups.For example, if Facebook is used
to communicate with family members, Twitter or Tumblr may be used to communicate
with friends. My game target audience is Twitter users who use Twitter with friends and
therefore may publish the game content online, helping the game to spread in their social
network of Twitter users.
3.3 Social network game
Game genres include casino and card games, sports and action games, board games,
virtual activities, and fantasy quests. Unlike some elaborate console games, social media
games are generally geared toward the casual gamers who enjoy the social nature of com-
peting with friends and advancing to higher levels of game play. Online Social Network
Services (SNS) have experienced exponential growth in membership in recent years [5].
Along with the SNS trends, social games created to be playable within existing major so-
7cial networking websites seem poised to start a revolution in the game industry akin to the
one initiated by downloadable casual games [18].
There is one study about whether cultural background has an affect on how people play
social network games. It examines how peoples culture orientations affect usage patterns
with measures of vertical and horizontal individualismcollectivism. The findings indicate
that culture does not directly affect usage patterns. Instead, the effects on usage patterns are
mediated by peoples expected outcomes of playing social network games. Vertical culture
orientations predicted social expected outcomes. Individualism predicted status expected
outcomes, but in different directions on the dimensions of vertical or horizontal ness. Ver-
tical collectivism was the only culture orientation that indirectly predicted buying in-game
products with real money. Implications for game designers and markers are discussed [13].
The playful qualities of spontaneity, sociability, symbolic physicality, narratively, and
asynchronicity are the driving, yet high-level principles. If we go into more details, first,
it seems that games that manage to bridge a number of the playful qualities of social net-
works are successful, at least in the short run: if a game concept includes design features
that support both spontaneity, synchronicity, and symbolic physicality that take use of the
narratively and inherent sociability of the platform, it is at least formally promising. How-
ever, implementing the features can just as easily make or break the game therefore, it is
not only the design of the metaphors, verbs, goals, but their communication and implemen-
tation that is important [12].
Michael Bernstein presents Collabio, a social tagging game within an online social net-
work that encourages friends to tag one another [6]. Collabios approach of incentivizing
members of the social network to generate information about each other produces person-
8alizing information about its users. It has been successful in motivating players to tag over
3,800 people with tags that are both accurate and contain information not available else-
where. They report usage log analysis, survey data, and a rating exercise demonstrating
that Collabio tags are accurate and augment information that could not have been found
online
David Weibel analyzes the social mechanics in top social games [8]. It identifies several
mechanisms by which social games encourage sociality: the friend bar, gifting, visiting,
challenge/competition, and communication. Different implementations of these compo-
nents result in varying gameplay experiences. However, no mechanics were found to offer
very deep or sustained social interactions between players.
3.4 Twitter game
Max Van Kleek and others develop a way to play with Twitter content [22]. They
present an experiment with a game-with-a-purpose called Twiage. The game is designed
to determine how well the deluge of content in raw microblog streams can be turned into
filtered and ranked collections using rating from players. From the game they find that it
is feasible and practical to transform ratings from a Game with a Purpose (GWAP) into
reliable rating of usefulness, and a set of design guidelines for designing such a GWAP. It
is a one-versus-all game, where players compete to have the top score in each tournament.
The player is invited to play in an open tournament, where each corresponds to a single
topic, in the form of an advice-oriented questions. During the production of the game,
25688 tweets are used. After 10 days of deployment, 101 participants had signed up to
play, the number of rounds played varied from 0 to 280. The part that the game can be
9improved is that it is more focused on analyzing the user data and building model from it,
and still needs more improvement on the engagement.
Figure 3.1: The game Twiage
Mark Lochrie and Paul Coulton focused on facilitating the engagement through the
playful experience of an online social word game, BuzzBird Bingo, which looks at the buzz
around surrounding events [14]. BuzzBird seeks to gamify the back channel discussions,
by encouraging participants to contribute and partake in the online meta-narrative.
The system captures all tweets that contain either the events hashtag or the BuzzBird
hashtag (buzzbird). People that want to join the events online discussion and not the game,
will include the events hashtag in their tweets. Whereas the players wanting to participate in
the game, must first write a Tweet containing the event and games hashtags, along with their
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chosen entries (words, only limited by Twitters tweet infrastructure of 140-characters). The
Players who perform this action register their presence and entries into the game. Those
discussing the event contribute towards developing a system of what topics are trending
associated directly with the event. This allows players to join the game at any stage of the
event freely and also does not rely on someone performing a returning action before players
can participate, this removes the lobbying aspect waiting for players to join.
Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the game BuzzBird Bingo
The game works by taking each word from the players Tweet and comparing against the
list of common words. If a players Tweet, contains words that are contained in the list, it is
not considered towards that players final score. The game is tested for the Grand National
2012, Euro 2012, and also Oscar 2012.
Social heroes, a game created by Adam simon, is a pervasive social game played on
Twitter [20]. In the game, players trade points by tagging each other. Through the accumu-
lation of tags and points in defined combinations, they earn achievement awards and gain
the ability to create their own tags and achievements. The game attempts to provide a ludic
11
interface for our personal relationships, The result is a system for social play surrounding
identity, relationships and communication.
Within the context of the play testing, Social Heroes has proven successful in estab-
lishing a meta-communicative channel between the players within a game context. The
resulting construction of relative identity within the game, the use of blended illocutionary
and phatic language, and the generation of social metadata has been extremely valuable to
observe during testing. Player feedback also suggests that the pervasiveness of the game
adds to the heightened awareness of social modeling.
Twiage Buzzbird Bingo Social Heroes
Win condition Pich the best advice Pick the hottest topic No clear goal
Communication No Not necessary Necessary
Site Yes A site to list score A site to list score
Game time Hours Hours along with the event Several days
Tweet No tweet is send Yes
Table 3.1: A comparison between diffent Twitter games
By comparing these three games, we could see different ways of using Twitter to make
a game. I choose 5 key aspects to compare the design ideas.
Twiage: The player has a clear goal of picking the best advice from the provided options
and win the highest score. Players don’t need to do social actions while playing the game,
they will only see a ranking after finishing the gameplay. There is an independent site to
play the game. The length of the game time depends on the player, the average length of
the game play is 22 rounds, with every round last for less than one minute. Players dont
send Tweets during the gameplay.
Buzzbird Bingo: The goal of the game is to pick the most discussed word during certain
12
events. During the gameplay, it’s not necessary to discuss with other players, but there is
competition between players, and discussion about the game is an interesting phenomenon
to observe. There is a separate site other than Twitter to show the game state. Each game-
play lasts several hours along with the event that the game is about. Players need to Tweet
to participate the game.
Social Heroes: The game does not have a very clear goal, it’s aimed at providing a
gamespace to reflect the social state of players. The interaction between players is the
content of the game. The game mainly happens on Twitter, though there is a separate site
for players to look up their scores. The playtime is not limited, players could play the game
at any time. Players need to Tweet to participate the game.
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4. Methodology
4.1 Game Design of Mooncake Twitter Fight
This section is divided into two parts: (1) the background and design of Mooncake
Twitter Fight and (2) an example scenario to facilitate a better understanding of the game.
The design covers both the premise of Mooncake Twitter Fight and the mechanics, dynam-
ics, and aesthetics necessary to understand the game. The scenario presents a sequence of
events as well as figures to showcase the several functions of the game.
4.1.1 Background
Mooncake Twitter Fight is inspired from Chinese culture. Every year, there is a fes-
tival called the Mid-Autumn Festival. This festival celebrates good harvests and family
bonds, and the mooncake is a symbolic food for the holiday. Mooncakes ties to the Mid-
Autumn Festival gives it an important position in people’s minds. People are passionate
about mooncakes and which ones are the best, as they can be prepared to be either salty or
sweet and vary between the many regions of China. This disagreement over which type of
mooncakes are best is the foundation of competition in Mooncake Twitter Fight. For more
information on mooncakes and how theyre prepared, see Appendix A.
In the game, players must choose to join either the salty or sweet side. Each side has
many guilds, which represent different types of Salty or Sweet mooncakes. Players of each
side join a guild, such as the mango or chocolate guilds of the Sweet Side. Once the player
joins a guild, they can begin playing Mooncake Twitter Fight.
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4.1.2 Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics of Mooncake Twitter Fight
Upon starting the game by joining a side and guild, players receive mooncakes. Moon-
cakes are the currency of the game, and are used for (1) battling other guilds and (2) defend-
ing their own guild if attacked by another guild. Each player can initiate a fight between
their guild and another by using the guild names in a tweet. The goal of Mooncake Twitter
Fights aesthetic is to create a competitive environment that promotes cooperation through
the fellowship of players on the same side.
Battles last ten minutes, and in that time attacking players donate mooncakes to increase
guild strength while defending players donate mooncakes to increase guild defense. For a
battle to occur, the first attacking player must also donate to give a base strength for their
guild. When the ten minutes expire, the total attack and defense forces are calculated.
Having more total mooncakes donated than the opposing guild increases the chances that
that guild will win.
The winning guild of a battle is rewarded with bonus mooncakes, unless both opponents
are from the same side. This is to deter players from attacking guilds from their own side
and to promote Sweet-Salty competition. The losing guild in either situation receives no
mooncakes and loses all donated during the battle.
Players have two types of mooncakes tied to them: their personal stockpile of moon-
cakes which represent their own fighting power, and the amount of mooncakes that they
have donated to their side through battle. Personal stockpiles can be used to attack other
guilds, to defend guilds from others, or to donate to the Sweet or Salty side. In other words,
players can choose to benefit their guild or the parent side their guild belongs to. Benefit-
ting the guild results in better outcomes during battle, while benefitting the parent side of
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Sweet or Salty increases the overall power of the side.
4.2 Scenario Example
4.2.1 Joining the Game through Guilds
To join in the game, first the players will need to follow the games Twitter account to
get updated within the game. At this point if the player is using his mobile phone, he could
turn on the notification of this game account. So when the games Twitter account tweets,
he will get the information immediately.
Second, the player will need to decide the side and the guild that he wants to join in. On
the games web site there is a table of the existing guilds, their side and their defense army
number. The players can choose to join in an existing guild or create a new one. Take the
Twitter account @soniashao for example, if she wants to build a new guild called Chocolate
on the Sweet side, she will send a tweet @CompeteGame Create the sweet chocolate. The
games Twitter account provides feedback upon successfully creating a guild, which in this
example case would be: @soniashao Congrats! The guild chocolate is created!.
Now that an example guild has been created, players must tweet a specific command
to join it. To join the Chocolate guild, @soniashao would tweet @CompeteGame Join
the sweet chocolate. The games Twitter account will tweet @soniashao just joined Guild
chocolate on the sweet side if there are no errors, such as if the player was already in a
different guild. Because the Twitter feed is public, this feedback also lets other players
know that there is a new guild or player.
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the game’s website
4.2.2 Checking Player Status
Now the player has entered the game, but she is not clear about the number of the
mooncakes that she has. So she needs to tweet @CompeteGame How many cake do I
have? The game account will reply the tweet @soniashao You now have 1000 cakes on
hand and 10 cakes donated. Now that @soniashao knows how many mooncakes she has,
she can use them for attack and defense.
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4.2.3 Attacking and Defending
Now she knows the mooncakes that she has, she could start to attack now. The games
website has a table that lists all the guilds in the game. For example, she wants to send 100
mooncakes to attack the Guild yolk, she will tweet @CompeteGame Send 100 to attack
yolk. If there is no battle between the two guilds, then the game account will tweet @so-
niashao just started a battle between chocolate yolk! The battle begins in 10 minutes! and
chocolate and yolk: start sending cakes to power up your guild! In the next ten minutes, the
players whos belonged to the guild chocolate guild could send more mooncakes to attack
the guild. For example, @stompster, who is also in the guild chocolate, tweet @Com-
peteGame Send 40 to attack yolk., then the games Twitter account will tweet chocolate
now has 140 cakes for the battle! . And if players whos belonged to the yolk think that
their teams defending unit is not enough for the battle, he could also send mooncakes to
increase the defending force. For example, @j patt wants to protect his guild, so he tweets
@CompeteGame Send 100 to defend my guild. The games Twitter account will reply
@j patt You have sent 100 cake(s) to defend you guild! Or, if the players think that they
already have enough defending force, or they are just too busy to tweet, its OK to take no
action because the Guild yolk has 13 defending unit.
The previous section mentioned that the guild with a larger mooncake amount by the
end of the battle will have a higher chance of winning. In this situation, assume the guild
Chocolate won the battle. The games Twitter account would tweet chocolate just won a
battle! Since guild chocolate and guild yolk are on different sides, the defending unit of
chocolate will increase, the defending unit of yolk will be reduced. If guild chocolate loses
this battle, the defending unit of yolk will increase. If the battle happens between two guilds
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that are on the same side, for example, chocolate attacked mango. If guild chocolate wins,
the defending unit of mango will be reduced; if guild mango wins, then nothing happens.
At any time, players could check the games website to see the defending unit of all the
guilds. Or if he wants to know a particular guilds defending unit without leaving Twitter
application, for example, guild ham, he could tweet @CompeteGame How many cakes
does ham have? And the games Twitter account will reply @soniashao The guild ham now
has 264 cakes. If the player feels that the defending unit of his own guild is not enough to
protect them, he could command to send mooncakes to defend his guild at any time.
4.3 Implementation
The game system consists of four components: (1) a Twitter stream listener for receiv-
ing game commands, (2) a parser to interpret those commands, (3) a relational database
to store user and game status information, and (4) a Twitter posting system to inform and
update players on game content. The stream listener and posting system both use Twitters
API.The relational database is hosted on a server and receives SQL commands. Python
scripts act as a framework for all components, handling all commands to parse, respond to,
and catalogue Twitter information. An open source library called Tweepy connects to the
Twitter APIs, and MySQLdb mediates Python-Database communication.
The game has a website. The website consists of four sections. The first section is
the game’s background introductory context, it tells the story of the war happened around
the moon cake. The second section is the terms, explain that this game is my graduation
project. During the game, I might try to contact the players, the information of player that I
gathered from Twitter will be stored on a server and will be used only for academic purpose.
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The third section is a detailed description of the rules of the game, how to use tweets to
command in the game. The fourth section is a list of the existing guild and the army that
they have. The website also has the Games live tweet shown on the sidebar. A player could
get the essential information from the web site to start playing the game, he can also start
tweeting using the sidebar. The website of the game is http://shaoyq.com/mooncake/.
An API is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building software applications.
Twitter offers several APIs for different needs. This research uses REST APIs and Steam-
ing APIs. The REST APIs provide read and write functions on Twitter. The Streaming
APIs continuously deliver new responses to REST API queries over a long-lived HTTP
connection. The REST APIs gather the latest Tweets matching a search query, stay in sync
with user profile updates, and more. The Streaming is used in the first part of the game
system, so every tweet that starts with the games Twitter name will be retrieved.
Streaming APIs are beneficial because REST APIs have a strict frequency limitation
for how often they are called. The REST APIs are used only to inform players of the game
status. A second limitation of REST APIs remains in this implementation: duplicate tweets
are forbidden by Twitter, and users who make mistakes often may trigger this duplicate
tweet error. This research did not address this limitation because its player base was small
enough that risk of error was minimal.
Python scripts handle communication between the game system components. These
scripts are divided into two programs. The first program receives data from Twitter. It
records and parses the content, player username, and timestamp of tweets sent to the games
twitter account. Then it executes commands to read and write to the games database. Its
final task is to send reply message through twitter to inform players of success or error
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information regarding requests. The table 4.1 shows the system logic of this program.
The table 4.2 below presents an Entity Relationship Diagram using crows foot notation to
explain the database structures that this Python program interfaces with.
The second program is used to calculate and inform players of battle results. It reads
and writes to the Battle table in the figure below. The program runs once each minute to see
if any battles are currently active, and whether or not they should end in the next minute. If
so, the program reads the data of the armies of both guilds, calculates the chance of winning
using a formula, and multiplies the chances with a random number to increase variety. Then
the program compares the two numbers to decide the winner of the battle. The results are
both written to the Battle table and tweeted through the games official Twitter account so
players are aware of the game status.
The database is hosted by Bluehost. Outlined in the figure below, this database stores
all game information. The Users table includes the username of the players, the guilds and
sides that they belong, the cakes they have for attacking and donation. The Guilds table
includes all created guilds, the sides that they belong to, and the numbers of defending
units they currently have. Each guild has one or more users. The Side table includes the
two sides (Salty and Sweet) and the total donations that they have. Each side has one or
more guilds, and each guild belongs to exactly one side. Battles in the game are tracked
through three tables: Battle, Atack Team, and Attacker. The Battle table uses unique Battle
IDs to record the attacking guild, the defending guild, the start time, the predicted end time,
the battle state, the winning guild, the losing guild, and the reward. The Attack Team table
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includes the unique Battle ID, attacking guild name, attacking side, and current total attack
power number. The Attacker table uses a unique Attacker ID to track participants of battles,
associating their sent army numbers with a Battle ID and User ID. One guild creates many
battles, one battle has one attack team, and one attack team has many attackers. This is the
build of the game. After this, the project uses playtest to complete the game.
Figure 4.2: database structure
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Joining Player is in
the game
Error
the game Player is
not
The guild doesnt
exist
Error
in the game The guild exist Success
Asking
Oneself
Not in the game Error
the army In the game Success
One guild
Guild doesnt ex-
ist
Error
Guild exists Success
Building Guild exist Error
a new guild Guild
doesnt exist
Success
Donation
Not in the
game
Error
In the game
Not enough cakes Error
Enough cakes Success
Retrieve
Player is
not in game
Error
Player is Not enough cakes Error
in game Enough cakes Success
Defense
Player not
in the game
Error
Player in Not enough cakes Error
the game Enough cakes Success
Attack
Player not
in the game
Error
Player in Not enough cakes Error
the game
Enough cakes
No defend
guild
Error
Defending New
battle
Success
guild exist Existing Existing attacker Success
battle New attacker Success
Table 4.1: System logic of the first program
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Tweet Information Database Reply Tweet
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
Join the sweet
mango.
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action: join
Side: (sweet) Guild:
(mango)
check if the
guild already
exist add to
UserTable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao just joined Guild
mango on the sweet side.
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
How many moon-
cakes do I have?
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action:asking
object: I
Retrieve
UserTable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao You now have 1000
cakes on hand and 10
cakes donated.
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
How many moon-
cakes does ham
have?
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action:asking
object: guild ( ham )
Retrieve
GuildTable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao The guild ham now
has 32 cakes.
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
Send 100 cakes to
attack ham.
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action:attack
from guild:
to guild: (ham)
number: (100)
Retrieve
UserTable
Add to Bat-
tleTable (or
not) Add to At-
tackTeamTable
AttackerTable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao just started a bat-
tle between mango and
ham! The battle begins in
10 minutes! mango and
ham: start sending cakes
to power up your guild!
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
Send 100 cakes to
defend my guild.
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action:
defend guild:
number: (100)
Update
GuildTable
@CompeteGame: @so-
niashao You have sent
100 cakes to defend your
guild!
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
Donate 100 cakes
to my side.
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action:donate
side: number:
(100)
Update
UserTable
SideTable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao You have donated
100 cakes to your side!
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame
Create the Sweet
mango.
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action: create
Side: (sweet) Guild:
(mango)
Add to
GuildTable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao Congrats! The guild
mango is created!
@soniashao:
@CopeteGame Get
100 cakes back.
User ID: (soni-
ashao) action: get
number: 100
change
GuildTable
change sidetable
@CompeteGame: @soni-
ashao You have 100 cakes
back!
Table 4.2: Information processing
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4.4 Play test
4.4.1 Play test setup
After setup the game’s system, I did the playtest of the game. The purpose of the
playtest is to test whether the game mechanism is desirable for the game to spread on
Twitter. Since Twitter is a social network site, how does the user feel using Twitter for
game use. How the content of the game effects their enthusiasm to play games on Twitter.
The game narrative is based on a theme that is frequently discussed in China, Im curious
whether people feel related to the game topic, and whether the emotion connection will
promote gameplay.
In the play test, I had 10 people to play my game. They all have Twitter accounts
and knows how to use Twitter. Most of them are Chinese, so they are familar with the
background story. First, I explained to them that my project is a combination of social
network games and Twitter. Their actions in the game and their feedback would be used to
improve the game.
The play test consists of two parts.In the first part, the players wil be told the games
Twitter accounts and the game site. On the site there are instruction on how to play the
game. The website is also in the bio of the games Twitter account. During the gameplay,
I will observe the user’s behavior, whether or not able to understand the guidance of the
game. The second part is to ask them to answer a questionnaire. The questionnaire can be
found in Appendix D.
During the game, I focus on observing the users activities. Will players choose to
create a new guild or join an existing guild? If the guild of players and the one that player
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attack are on the same side? Did the player encounter an error message? And if so, what
causes the error? Because of the time arrangement of the players, there are no players
playing simultaneously. In playing the game if they encountered rules or errors that they
cant understand, they could ask me and I would explain it.
In the questionnaire, one question I ask is whether the player has played social network
games. The experience of playing social network games contributes to a better understand-
ing my project. The survey also asked is why did the user choose the guild that he is in,
and how they picked the guild that he attacked. From this question, I hope to determine
how the game content infect players decision making in the game, compared to the data in
the game. If the player is more infected by the story of the game and the name of the guild,
they are more likely to be emotionally tied to the game. Another question is whether the
player will try to seek other players in the game. The meaning of this question is trying to
find out whether the game will promote communication between strangers. The survey also
inquired about their advice to the game, what they want to have in the game, for example,
a weapon system.
All the users have started at least one attack. When first start play the game, most of
them tried the commands in the order that listed on the website. Their choice of side and
guild that they join are influenced by their taste of food. Players found that the website of
the game is useful in terms of Tweeting the command. They could understand the gameplay
in a short time period, but found it hard to get the personal fighting information. Players
may find it hard to finish reading all the rules and backstories because of language issues.
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4.4.2 User feedback
Players hope to have more actions in the game other than attack and defend. For exam-
ple, sending mooncakes as a gift, spying, eating mooncakes just for fun. Furthermore, one
player suggested that the game account could send pictures of mooncakes with battle state
updates, to motivate players attack the other side.
When they choose the enemy guild, some of they could choose the flavor that they like
the least, even when the guild is on the same side with themselves. This could be used
to stimulate more people to play the game, since there are some flavors that people held
extreme opinions, like the lotus flavor. When asked if there are strangers in the same guild,
would you like to communicate with your guild mate, the players gave a positive answer.
This shows that this game encourage users to expend ones social network, which would
promote more game activities. But one player said that he tried to find people in the same
guild, but he wouldnt talk to other players, because he is not sure when will other players
reply the Tweet, but in the long run, the game still promote players to meet more people.
One of the users created a guild called dream on the sweet side, and when she is asked
why did she create that guild, she said the guild will be sweet dream, which is a word play.
This created interesting content to the game, and has the possibility to attract people when
they read the Tweets from the game account.
4.4.3 Drawback
It has been a problem that players found it hard to Tweet exactly as the template. There
are many factors that led to this. One of the reasons is the flexibility of language. Since this
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project doesnt focus on the analysis of nature language, the players only get a error when
he doesnt follow the template, which partly damage the playability of the game. But the
problem could be solved with a more advanced language analysis process, which could be
the future work of the game. With a better language analysis, the Tweets could be more
emotional and more appealing. Another way to solve the problem relies on the game’s
website, that we could add buttons for players to send tweets more easily, especially when
they are on a mobile device which is hard to type a sentence.
When a battle ends, only the winning guild is announced by the games Twitter account,
but no detailed information is sent. Players wanted to know the change of their own army,
and the change of the two guilds. They wanted the battle statue to update every minute.
This problem can be solved by sending multiple tweets at one time. But there is still a
potential problem because Twitter has limitations on tweets one account could send per
hour, and has the character limit.
Some player reported a problem that they can’t remember the commands so they have
to Tweet on the game’s website, which is not as convenient as using the Twitter website,
and potentially cause difficulties for mobile users. The player also reported that they feel
inconvenient when they couldn’t remember which guild did he belong to.
Almost every player has at least one misspell, which would get a reply telling that it’s
a wrong command. But when there were two wrong Tweets in a row, the game’s Twitter
account would not be able to send the second reply. The reason is that Twitter does not
allow one account to send duplicate status. The problem is solved by adding timestamp to
each tweet from the game account.
One of the players tried to send all his mooncakes to attack during his first attempt. The
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behavior is not allowed by the game, because if the player loses the battle, he would not be
able to continue play this game. But this is not stated in the introduction to the game on
the website. The player got the impression from his formal express that the game would
have a daily reward, so that he could continually play the game even if he used up all his
mooncakes in one battle.
The battle time is set to 10 minutes for now. One of the questions to the players is that
what do they think of the length of the wait time. Their answer is that consider the user
number for now, it’s an acceptable time. But if the users increase, then there should be
more time for players to join in the battle. The Tweet of someone joins in the battle could
serve as the game’s notification, so other players won’t miss the fight.
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5. Conclusion
5.1 The advantage of using Twitter
Some of the Twitter’s features could be used to build up Twitter games. The key point
is to use Twitter’s capability of spreading information. In my game, all the battle situations
are live on Twitter, which serve as a notification and also an in-game update. Compare to
the Facebook games, this method of notification lost less effort for the player to find out
what happened in the game, and make it easier for player to join the game immediately.
The Twitter’s reply could also be used to distinguish different kinds of information that
the game sent. In my project, when a player asks about his own army, the Tweet will be
replied to the question Tweet, so other players who doesn’t follow him will not see that
Tweet on their timeline. And when a battle starts, everyone in the game will see the tweet,
so players could start to check his own situation to decide whether to join in or not. In a
game with a small group of players, the system could even send Tweets mentions every
single player when his guild is attacked. These features could also be used to develop a
game that is specified for every single player.
One of Twitter’s main feature is the hashtag. This is a feature that has great potential.
If the question of character limit is solved (which I will discuss later), then the use of the
hashtag will definitely help the game spread by producing hot topic. The backstory of the
game is designed to be one of the most debated questions in China because of my cultural
background, and could be easily adapted to other topics that would cause more people’s
interest, like sports topic.
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5.2 The limitation of using Twitter
Due to nature attribute of Twitter, a player cannot get a clear view of the game that is
happening. One could learn the gameplay by observing other players, but that raise the bar
of the gameplay. So a website which provides instructions and explanations becomes nec-
essary. Then how to guide users to the website becomes a problem. So during developing
a Twitter game, this must be taken into consideration. One way to solve the problem is to
design a simpler game mechanic so players could understand the game when they see the
Twitter account.
Another drawback from Twitter is that the character limit, which greatly limit the in-
formation that the game could provide within one Tweet. This is a great problem not only
for the game developers, but also the players. Take my game for example, one could create
a guild with a long name, so other players are less likely to attack his guild because of the
trouble of entering the guild name. One possible solution to this question could be utilizing
pictures to present more information within one tweet. The game could generate a picture
that has text on it, so the character limit will be avoided. The picture could also illustrate
the fight situation.
Twitter has a rate limit for using the Twitter APIs. If the application abuse the rate
limit, Twitter will blacklist it. At the developer page, Twitter has the limitation listed:
https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/ratelimits . So while using Twitter APIs, the developer
should really consider what information is needed for a game experience, and avoid spam-
ming the Twitter timeline.
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5.3 limitations of the game
At the beginning of the plan, I tried to use the Twitters DM (direct message) as a way
to receive a players message to join in a guild and respond to the players. It turns out not to
be feasible. And there are several reasons for the failure. First, the Twitter API limits the
frequency of using DM to a low value to prevent spam on the site, which is understandable,
but really affects the user experience. Second, Twitter is even more restrictive with a mes-
sage that contains a URL, this is also intended to prevent spam on the site. Since my game
will send out a message right after someone follows me, and the message would contain
my websites URL , Twitter would see this as spam, so it will not send the message. To
solve the problem, I changed the system function and moved all the communication to the
Tweets.
For the data storing part, I tried to use a CSV file at first, because CSV is a readable text
file format, which is easy to examine and modify. After several attempts, results indicated
a CSV file is good to use. However, the system difference makes it hard to have the code
work both on my computer and the server. For connecting python and Twitter, Im using the
module Tweepy, which requires Python 2.7 environment. In that environment, the module
to modify CSV file works different from the one in Python 3.x. So to solve the problem, I
turned to MySQL.
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6. Future work
The project could be expanded and developed in several aspects. For now, the program
could only process the tweets that exactly follow the format, which could be improved by
utilize natural language process and set less limit on users. More actions and elements
could be added to the game, which does not necessarily serve the purpose of fighting but
just for fun. For example, the game could have a weapon system, have more reward on
different achievements, and have speech before the battle. Also the reply from the game
account could be more diversified and more interesting.
Another direction that future research can take is changing the game to a more explore-
based game. In this way, the player could add to the game content on their behalf and
there would be no time limit for taking actions. This will give players more freedom in
gameplay. The mooncake Twitter fight has tried to reach the limit of Twitter, and get a
lot of useful experience in developing a Twitter game . Most issues can be avoided during
the design stage of future Twitter game. A game with loose connections between players
may suits the game more. Or this game could be a storytelling game, with the player only
need to choose from several options, the game account will create a unique experience for
each player. In this way, the player would not be tweeting complex sentence that they can’t
remember.
The feature of sending media on Twitter has not been used in my project since the
scope of a master project is limited. The ability of sending pictures or even videos make
it possible to design games like interactive fiction games. In this way, the player could use
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simple commands and enjoy a more joyful game experience with the ability to compete
with other players.
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Appendix A. Backstory
Some of the mooncakes are sweet and others are salty. Sweet Mooncake fillings are
generally fruity or sweet beans. Salty Mooncake has meat or egg yolk inside. To better
understand the situation we could compare Mooncake to the pie, which also has variety
flavors. People grow accustomed to the taste of Mooncake, but the flavor varies in different
regions. So when people hear some people actually like another taste of Mooncake, they
felt that these people are different from them, and its their duty to conquer the other side,
to let the other side realize which is the best Mooncake filling. In this game, players will
choose a sweet or salty side, and join one of the guilds of sweet / salty side. They will use
Mooncake as their army to fight against the other side.
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Appendix B. Complete functions of the game
The system will accomplish several tasks:
• Check new followers. If there are new followers, it needs to send out DM to explain
the rules of the games. The format is: Welcome to the Twitter compete game. Please
see the game website for more info.
• Check Tweet to see if a player command in the game. Players will need to participate
in the game by sending out tweets. The system needs to take the numbers from the
tweet and calculate the result.
• When the battle ends, the system will have the battle result stored in the database,
send out a tweet telling the result of the game, and update the information on the web
site. The format of a Twitter update is: There was a battle between Group A and
Group B. Group A won the battle. A lost ###, B lost ###.
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Appendix C. User command
The user will have the option to do things listed below:
• Tweet to the Twitter game account to build one new guild. This can only be used for
once. The command is build the guild (guild name). E.g.: Build the guild Drexel.
The system will reply with: you have now built the guild (guild name). E.g.: you
have now built the guild Drexel.
• Tweet to the Twitter game account to join in one guild. This can only be used for
once. The command is: join the guild (guild name). E.g.: Join the guild Drexel. The
system will reply with: you have now joined in the guild (guild name). E.g.: you
have now joined in the guild Drexel.
• Tweet to the Twitter game account to check the remaining units for the player himself.
The command is how many units I have. The system will reply with: you have .
• Tweet to the Twitter game account to check the remaining units for a guild. The
command is how many units do (guild name) have. The system will reply with:
They have ###.
• Attack: Player tweet to the game account to start or join an attack. The format
is:@CompeteGame Send ### to attack (guild name). E.g.: @soniashao: @Com-
peteGame Send 100 to attack UPenn. The guild name here will be a hashtag, to
help the game spread. Then the system will first check the army units that the player
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has. If the player has enough army units, the system will send a Tweet. @Com-
peteGame: @username has sent to attack guildname. The battle will start in 10
minutes. Then other players in the same guild can join in the battle in the same way.
If the player does not have enough army, the system will send a DM to tell the player
the number of the players remaining units.
• Defend: Player could send his army to protect his guild at any time by tweet to the
game account. The format is: @CompeteGame Send ### to defend my guild. E.g.:
@soniashao: @CompeteGame send 100 to defend my guild.
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Appendix D. Game survey
1 Do you play games? Including mobile games, RPG, or any other kind of games(Y/N)
2 Have you played any Social network games? Facebook games, Renren games, or
anything you could think of(Y/N)
3 Have you played any Twitter games?(Y/N)
4 How do you enjoy the Mooncak Twitter fight game? On the scale of 1 to 5, please
rate your game experence.
5 Why did you choose the side and guild you are in?
6 How do you pick up your enemy guild? Why did you attack the guild?
7 Will you try to go through the tweets from the game account to find out who’s in the
same guild?(Y/N/Not considered)
8 If you find someone in the same guild will you try to communicate with them?(Y/N/Not
considered)
9 How did you use the game website? Do you find it useful?
10 What modification do you want in this game? Maybe more actions?
11 What else advise do you have?
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